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note from the ceo

This past year we
brought our values
into focus.”

u Caroline Bonesky

T

his has been a year of
considerable productivity
within WJS. In addition to the
accomplishments reached in our
strategic priorities, there has been
growth in revenue and the number of
employees -- WJS ended the year with
revenues in excess of $48 million and
a strong employee group of more than
700 dedicated professionals.

DID YOU KNOW...
97% of staff surveyed this
year find their work ‘valuable’

The management staff at WJS have
been instrumental in achieving these
record numbers; the introduction
of ‘scorecards’ for the National
Management Team, Regional Service
Directors and Program Directors
has proven to be an effective tool
by focusing the teams on specific
initiatives. All the teams have
experienced high levels of success on
their identified scorecard goals.
This past year we brought our Values
into focus. As an underpinning to
much of the work required in talent
development, it was timely to review
the existing WJS Values and find a few
key points of focus. We saw a striking
level of consensus from WJS staff as
well as specific focus groups in what
participants believed are the key
unifying Values of our organization
-- Accountability, Passion, Team Work,
Quality and Integrity.

In addition to offering WJS definitions of
these values, we produced a collection
of stories gathered from staff across
WJS, expressing how our values enter
into the work we do for the people we
serve. The results of the roadshow held
across the country in the fall of 2018,
verified that staff live and breathe these
Values and hearing the stories of them
in action, was a highlight of the year for
me.
Every day WJS serves hundreds of
clients and we continue to focus on
initiatives that will help our staff be
the best they can be every day. We
know that providing good information
in an easily accessible format reduces
frustration and time away from clients.
We know that improving our onboarding
and orientation processes means that
staff feel better prepared to meet the
daily challenges in their work. We are
focused on continuing to provide ample
training opportunities so staff can
develop into the best people they can
be.
As we move forward into 2020 we will
continue to keep our values at the
forefront of our decision making so that
employees can continue to support
individuals and families to reach their
goals.
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WJS, along with
all Canadians,
was pushed
on all fronts to
adapt to the
Coronavirus
pandemic as it
swept into every
community.”

u Tim Beachy

DID YOU KNOW...
WJS is a B Corp

WJS, along with all Canadians, was
pushed on all fronts to adapt into the
Coronavirus pandemic as it swept into
every community during the last year.
We are all acquainted with the changes
required in our private and public lives:
isolating, distancing, masking-up,
cleaning, communicating electronically,
shopping on-line and many other
adjustments. And there, at the
crossroads between public and private
lives, WJS staff stayed on the front
lines in every way and in every place. It
has been a tough year to serve people
who are vulnerable and who need the
services we offer.
On behalf of the WJS board of directors
I want to thank the staff who stayed
engaged, worked every day, isolated
themselves when necessary, worked
when others were isolated, adapted
to new conditions of those they serve,
helped individuals and families through
their tough times, and maintained
professional service standards. Thank
you, thank you, thank you!
It is remarkable that within our staff
group of 700 and more than 1500
clients, we had a relatively limited
number of people who were affected
by the virus. Although we managed a
number of outbreaks in Alberta and
BC, approximately two dozen staff and
clients became infected. We express our
sympathy to the families of two clients
who lost their lives to the virus. We
know that our staff teams were deeply
affected by the loss. As we move forward
I thank the staff teams who went above
and beyond to ensure that supports
were there when employees had to self
isolate.

also want to express the Board’s deep thanks
to the senior management group: Caroline
Bonesky as CEO and leader, Carol Siziba,
as Chief of Client Services, Monty Chew as
Chief of Finances, Debbie Olinyk as Chief of
Human Resources. There are many others in
management who deserve our recognition
and thanks. It is great to see the teamwork,
dedication, purpose and values expressed
through the WJS field of activity.
As we closed out the 2020-2021 year, we have
begun a renewal of the company’s strategic
plan. Many of the changes contemplated in
our current plan came into real focus, some
were completed, some have proved financially
beneficial as well as more efficient, and other
changes have taken on more significance: our
Truth and Reconciliation initiative, defining
and taking on a stronger role in our B-Corp
purposes, our Client Services Delivery model
implementation and the imbedding of our
values in our employee recruitment and talent
development systems.
We are pleased that the financial and
workforce health of the company remains
strong, though it has been a tough year to
navigate the changes and adaptations required
in the current environment.
On a more personal note, I want to thank and
recognize the WJS Directors for their input
into decision-making and their commitment
to our values: Helen Ambali (Secretary),
Adam Borgida (Vice Chair), Monty Chew,
Aaron Hachkowski, Alex Hayer, Lisa LaForge
(Treasurer) and Donna Phillips. These
individuals bring a range of skills, talents and
viewpoints to our decision-making. They serve
the company well and diligently.
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THE TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION WORKING GROUP
The Truth and Reconciliation working group continues to further the understanding of indigenous issues
across our organization. The committee comprising of both indigenous and non-indigenous staff meet
regularly. Here’s a little of what the group has achieved and continues to refine:

Russell Auger, our Indigenous Cultural Adviser has been working across all three provinces to
support staff and clients.

Many staff have chosen to acknowledge the specific indigenous land or territory on which
they work in their email signature.

Indigenous stories are being told across the organization. The HUB will soon hold a library of
stories and resources to further our understanding.

One of the mandates of the TRC is to promote Indigenous training across our organization, Training
is now live with more than 16 hours of content.

Stories of Truth and Reconciliation have featured in the press recently, we’re gratefull to the work of
the TRC to have positioned WJS in a place of knowledge and understanding.
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OUR PEOPLE
Our employees are the cornerstone of our organization. Employee growth over the last number of years has
been consistent. Average employee turnover for our sector is between 35-50%, WJS averages 18.52%. As we
align ourselves with our values, our resilience and capability grows our strength in people.

WJS Canada Employee Growth by Region

WJS Canada Employee Growth - National

Average Turnover Rates
This past year saw an unprecedented level of turnover in our Ontario programs. This is wholly attributable
to the government decision to close youth custody centers across Ontario resulting in the closure of the
Northern Youth Center. This resulted in the lay off of 25 employees.

Average Turnover Rates
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finance

REVENUE & FINANCE
Over the last 10 years, WJS revenue has risen from $19,000,000 (2008) to
more than $50,000,000 in 2021.

Program Revenue Distribution
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Our program growth reflects our desire and ability to adapt to the needs of our clients –
providing them with supports when they need them. As an organization, we understand
the needs of complex cases that require specialist staff and resources to deliver the best
care possible to the people we serve.
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A Snapshot of Our Year
We began and ended our year in a global
pandemic brought on by the COVID-19
virus but as an essential service our
doors stayed open, our individuals were
supported and our staff came to work with
integrity, passion and teamwork.
In British Columbia we saw a decrease
in our residential services in Cranbrook
when the Ministry moved to price model
that did not meet our requirements.
This was balanced out by an increase in
child specific homes in the interior and
Chilliwack as well as increased requests
for services in Nanaimo. We continue to
expand our relationships in the Okanagan
region with Ministry for Children and
Family Development offices.
We have put additional efforts into
recruiting staff for our residential
resources as the complexity of the
needs of the children supported can
make it difficult to find qualified staff.
Our Emergency Resource experienced
significant success with clients who far
exceeded the short term stay mandate
and often successfully transitioned to
more permanent placements.
The pandemic provided challenges
to maintain connection with many of
our individuals supported through
community inclusion and/or home Share
arrangements in BC. The prohibition on
seeing people outside of the immediate
household meant that staff became
creative in reaching out in public places,
staggering times of center visitation

“Creativity, patience

and passion were
needed by all the staff
teams to provide the
best possible support
with limited resources.
and offering families different forms of
support. Staff managed outbreaks of
the virus and teams supported each
other to ensure individual were not left
unsupported.

The pandemic brought similar challenges
to Alberta, where we managed multiple
outbreaks across many different
locations. Overall, we are grateful for the
limited long-term impacts felt by our staff
and clients. Spirit of our Youth locations
went above and beyond to support youth
and staff when they were both affected
by COVID 19. Spirit staff continue to
emphasize the importance of cultural
practices and are integrating them more
frequently into daily life. Spirit of our
Youth continues to be approached to take
youth with more complex care needs and
work is underway to determine how to
best meet these changing needs.
Our Support to Families programs in
Alberta worked through challenges
of not being able to see their families
face to face but needing to ensure that
parents and children had time together.
The Drive program saw a significant
reduction in number of drives being
offered to facilitate connection between
family members and as a result we saw
a reduction in the staff in this program.
Creativity led the day with Family
Support workers finding ways to connect
outside, when weather permitted, and
an increased use of video connection
ensured the safety and security of
families during these stressful times.
Our clients with diverse abilities in
Alberta experienced the effects of
COVID as it limited their ability to have
very many interactions outside of their
homes. Those who had work or volunteer
commitments saw those disappear during
times of restrictions. Access to recreation
centers and other outside activities

became very limited. The staff adapted
and supported all the clients to try to
adjust to pandemic restrictions when
many were unable to truly understand
why restrictions were needed to manage
the virus. Creativity, patience and passion
were needed by all the staff teams to
provide the best possible support with
limited resources.
The biggest change was in our Ontario
programs, where after 30 years of service
to the Ontario government, our custody
center contract was terminated. This was
part of a larger provincial redesign due
to the low levels of occupancy of youth
justice custody beds. We continue to
have a small team of staff serving youth
in three communities through attendance
centers and alternate school programs.
All of this work was done within the
context building out our Clients Services
Delivery Model, working on our Truth and
Reconciliation Journey and in Alberta
achieving ongoing accreditation with
CARF and a new accreditation award
from CET for our programs which support
people with developmental disabilities.
Our Fort MacMurray teams faced the
challenge of a flood, which required
moving clients multiple times, under
COVID imposed restrictions.
WJS and Spirit staff are to be commended
for their extraordinary commitment during
extraordinary times.
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